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READ/WRITE LEARNING STYLE 

Visit http://www.vark-learn.com/ to learn more about the VARK Read/
Write Learning Style 
 
Disclaimer 
This presentation is composed of suggestions compiled by UFCOM 
students 

These are only recommendations which may need to be modified to best 
meet your academic needs and preferences 

Please note that students often need to utilize multiple study strategies 
to appropriately learn the material.  It is recommended that you review all 
4 presentations to create a study routine that best suit your needs 
 
 
 
 



VISUAL STUDY METHODS 

•  Take detailed lecture notes: write specific examples and explanations 
•  Create a study guide (typed or written) 

•  Condensed version of Notes 
•  reduce notes to a 3:1 ratio 

•  Read your notes frequently 
•  Review the weeks notes prior to taking the quiz 

•  Write high yield info repeatedly 
•  Use a white board 

•  Rewrite concepts in your own words 
•  Summarize graphs/diagrams into words 
•  Make lists or charts identifying similarities/differences and correlations 

between concepts 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WRITTEN STUDY GUIDE 

•  Create one notebook per subject 
•  Spiral Notebook/Binder 

•  Condense lectures notes to fit on 
approximately 1-2 pages 
•  This may not always be 

possible for all types of 
learners 

•  Use your discretion 
•  Highlight, underline, use a colored 

pen for important words 
•  Use flow charts 
•  Link associated concepts 
 
 

(created by Jaimee Castillo, MS2) 



TYPED STUDY GUIDE 

•  Condense lecture notes 
•  Only include high yield information 
•  Try to fit the notes for each lecture 

on 1-2 pages 
•  This is a skill that may take time 

for some students to develop 

•  Use tables to highlight commonalities 
and differences 

•  Visually divide information into discrete 
blocks 

•  Create charts to compare similarities/
differences 

(created by Nayelah Sultan, MS2) 



CHARTS 

Bugs Drugs 

(created by Tené Sablo, MS2) 



MICROSOFT WORD (NOTEBOOK LAYOUT) 

•  One notebook per course 
•  Textbook notes 
•  Supplemental book notes 
•  Lectures 
•  Lab 
 

•  Collapsible sub-headings 
•  Self-quiz 
 

•  Notes 
•  Question Format 
•  Outline Format 
 

(created by Tené Sablo, MS2) 



ITHOUGHTS HD (IPHONE, IPAD, MAC) 

•  Create on your mindmaps 
•  Mindmapping enables you to visually organize your thoughts, ideas and 

information 
•  Collapse map to study concepts 
http://www.ithoughts.co.uk/ 

(by Tené Sablo, MS2) 



ANKI (MAC, PC, IPHONE, ANDROID) 

• Anki is a (free) open-source, highly 
customizable flashcard software - 
great for visual or read/write 
learners 
• Review of learned cards based off 

the forgetting curve - designed to 
help you retain the material as 
efficiently as possible 
•  You can share Anki decks and 

download decks others have made 
online 
• Especially helpful for learning 

anatomy lab terms! 

 

(Created by Lauren Pearson, MS2) 



POWERPOINT LECTURES 

•  Format lecture PowerPoint with animation 
   Use this function as a method to self-quiz for quizzes/exams 



RESOURCES 

•  FLASHCARDS (DIGITAL): Mental Case, Quizzlet, Anki 
•  APPS: Anatomy Atlas, Virtual Human Body, iThoughtsHD, Netter Atlas, 

iAnnotate, Notability, Goodreader, Dictamus 
•  TEXTBOOKS: Paper, PDF, Inkling  
•  VIDEOS: Pathoma, Kaplan USMLE Step 1 Prep, Dr. Najeeb, Acland 
•     AUDIO: Goljan Audio (pathology), Blaufuss Sound builder (heartsounds) 
•  NOTE-TAKING SOFTWARES: Preview (Mac), Adobe, OneNote (PC), 

PowerPoint, Word (Notebook Layout) 
•  WHITEBOARD: small size/portable 
•  PRACTICE QUESTIONS: BRS, PRE-TEST, QBANKS 
•  STUDY GROUP: Studying with a friend or a group might be a good idea 
•  NOTES: Use lots of colors! You will remember it better 



ADVICE FROM STUDENTS 

LECTURE 
“Take very detailed notes during lecture. Mark areas of the lecture that you 
feel you missed something so you can go back and look it up on the lecture 
videos” (MS2)  
 
“Read through the lecture once without taking notes before attending the 
lecture. Review lecture after class with additional notes taken. When you 
have a basis for the material you are more likely to retain” (Amy Driebe, MS4) 
 
GENERAL RECOMMENDATION 
“Get a Step review book and start adding notes throughout first year. The 
review books are not as detailed and by having your own notes along with it, 
it makes studying more efficient :) UF prepares you well!” (MS4) 



“Out of the 135 students in their class, there will be 135 ways to 
study…There will be more material than they know what to deal with. 
They shouldn't be afraid to try different styles but they should also be 
comfortable sticking to what works for them :)”  

Katie Dietrich, MS2 
 


